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We report an experimental observation of the classical version of valley polarized states in a two-dimensional
hexagonal sonic crystal. The acoustic valley states, which carry specific linear momenta and orbital angular
momenta, were selectively excited by external Gaussian beams and conveniently confirmed by the pressure
distribution outside the crystal, according to the criterion of momentum conservation. The vortex nature of
such intriguing bulk crystal states was directly characterized by scanning the phase profile inside the crystal.
In addition, we observed a peculiar beam-splitting phenomenon, in which the separated beams are constructed
by different valleys and locked to the opposite vortex chirality. The exceptional sound transport, encoded with
valley-chirality locked information, may serve as the basis of designing conceptually interesting acoustic devices
with unconventional functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sound is one of the most common waves in daily life.
However, the sound wave is not easy to control by external
fields, e.g., electric and magnetic fields, since it lacks intrinsic
degrees of freedom (DOFs) such as the charge and spin in
electrons. As a fundamental property of waves, sound can be
scattered or diffracted when suffering inhomogeneity in the
propagation path. This offers an efficient route of steering
sound by artificial structures, e.g., sonic crystals (SCs) [1–4],
acoustic metamaterials [5–8], and metasurfaces [9–12]. By
utilizing these unnatural media, the propagation of sound
can be tailored in unprecedented ways, such as negative
refraction [1–3,13–15], super-resolution imaging [3,16,17],
cloaking [18–20], and abnormal wave-front shaping [9–12].
Recently, the acoustic structures have also been demonstrated
to be good platforms in exploring topological physics predicted
originally in electronic systems [21–28].

In condensed matter systems, the property of valley elec-
trons has sparked extensive interest in recent years [29–43].
The discrete valley index, labeling the degenerate energy
extrema in momentum space, can be treated as a new quantum
DOF other than charge and spin when the intervalley scattering
is negligibly weak. Numerous fascinating phenomena associ-
ated with valley-contrasting properties have been studied, such
as valley filters and valley Hall effects, which are paving the
road for the applications of valleytronics (e.g., in quantum
computing and information processing). Inspired by the
concept of valley DOF in electronic states, recently, Lu et al.
have theoretically studied the bulk valley states of acoustic
waves in two-dimensional (2D) SCs, and revealed that such
states carry notable vortex signatures [44]. Particularly, the
acoustic valley (AV) states locked to specific vortex chiralities
can be independently accessed by external sound according
to their linear or angular momenta. Therefore, similar to the
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electronic case, the additional valley DOF in the artificially
designed SC structure, associated with the valley-chirality
locked bulk property, could also construct a good carrier of
information and thus may enable a unique manner to control
sound.

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate various
bulk valley manipulations in artificial SC structures. Valley-
selective excitation has been realized by an external Gaussian
beam at a particular incident angle, and confirmed by the
Fourier spectrum of the pressure field outside the SC sample,
together with an elaborate characterization of the vortex
chirality through detecting the phase profile around the vortex
core. Furthermore, we demonstrate a unique beam-splitting
behavior, where two spatially separated beams are locked to
different vortex chiralities. The experimental data agree fairly
well with the 2D full-wave simulations performed by COMSOL

MULTIPHYSICS. As such, by exciting the AV states we have
experimentally demonstrated a new manipulation on sound:
making vortex arrays and controlling their chirality according
to the moving directions. In addition, as a natural property of
chiral phased waves, the sound vortices carry orbital angular
momentum (OAM) inherently [45], and thus enable many
tantalizing applications, e.g., to generate mechanical torques
on the trapped objects by delivering the OAM of sound to
matter [46–52].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we introduce the experimental setup and present the
experimental validation of the AV vortex states. In Sec. III,
we further demonstrate an experimental observation of the
valley-chirality locked beam-splitting phenomenon. Extended
discussions are made in Sec. IV, together with a brief summary
in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF ACOUSTIC
VALLEY VORTEX STATES

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the SC is built by a 2D hexagonal
array of regular triangular Plexiglas rods. The length of
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FIG. 1. (a) A local photograph of the SC sample made of a hexagonal array of regular triangle Plexiglas rods, with p and q labeling two
inequivalent lattice centers. (b) The lowest two bands plotted around the K point. (c) Eigenfields for the valley states K1 and K2. The arrow
indicates the orientation of vortexlike energy flow. (d) Schematic of the experimental setup. All measurements are performed inside a 2D
air-filled waveguide formed by two parallel Plexiglas plates. γ represents the incident angle of the Gaussian beam. (e) Phase scanning along a
circular loop by rotating the probe counterclockwise, with θ labeling the azimuthal angle.

the lattice vectors is a = |a1| = |a2| = 5.77 cm and the side
length of each rod is l = 3.0 cm. These dimensions are
carefully designed to allow a field scanning inside the unit
cell, meanwhile considering a trade-off with the total sample
size limited by our measuring platform. (Principally, a sample
containing more unit cells is preferred to reducing the finite
size effect.) The orientation DOF of the anisotropic rod,
depicted by the rotation angle α, offers a flexible control of the
band gap [53]. Specifically, here α = 30◦ is utilized to open
a sizable omnidirectional band gap between the lowest two
bands [Fig. 1(b)]. (In all simulations based on the pressure
wave equation, the Plexiglas rods are modeled as acoustically
rigid, given the great impedance mismatch with respect to
the air background.) Below, we focus on the AV states K1

(3.06 kHz) and K2 (3.49 kHz) that locate at the corner point
K of the first Brillouin zone. Similar to the orbital motion
of valley electrons, each state is featured by a hexagonal
array of sound vortices [Fig. 1(c)], centered at the equivalent
lattice centers q (or p) and rotated counterclockwise (or
clockwise). Intriguingly, the AV vortex states carry quantized
phase winding numbers (n = ±1), owing to the threefold
rotation symmetry of the system [28,44]. The counterparts
at the inequivalent valley K ′ possess invariant vortex cores
(with zero amplitudes) but opposite chirality, as required by
time-reversal symmetry.

It has been pointed out that [44], different from the
electronic case where the excitation of the valley polarized

states resorts to additional fields [54–60], the AV states can be
directly accessed by sound stimuli, either by Gaussian beams
based on the principle of momentum conservation (similar
to the Snell’s law of refraction in uniform media), or by
pointlike chiral sources according to the azimuthal selection
rule. Here, we employ the first approach since a Gaussian beam
can be prepared easily in the experiment. Figure 1(d) shows
our experimental setup. The sample contains 276 rods in total
and has the shape of a regular triangle with side lengths 130
cm. Its surface normal is selected along the �M direction to
avoid intervalley scattering at the SC boundary [44]. Owing
to the macroscopic characteristic of the system, the triangular
Plexiglas rods, fabricated by laser cutting, can be orientated
and arranged into the hexagonal lattice precisely, which
enables the valley transport to be nearly free of short-range
scattering inside the SC. To guarantee an experimental system
of a 2D nature, the whole structure is positioned in an air-filled
planar sound waveguide (of height 1.2 cm) formed by two
Plexiglas plates, which allows only the propagation of the
fundamental waveguide mode for the concerned wavelength
(>9.3 cm). The pointlike sound signal, launched from a narrow
tube with an inner diameter ∼0.8 cm, is transferred into a
Gaussian beam when it is reflected by a carefully designed
parabolic concave mirror [27,53]. The width of the Gaussian
beam is controlled by the geometry of the concave mirror. The
pressure field inside or outside the SC sample can be scanned
by a movable microphone of diameter ∼0.7 cm (B&K type
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FIG. 2. (a) Pressure patterns measured and simulated outside the
sample, stimulated by an obliquely incident Gaussian beam at the
K2 frequency. The green arrows indicate the propagation of sound
wave fronts. (b) The corresponding spatial Fourier spectra performed
along the x direction. (c) Measured (circles) and simulated (lines)
phase distributions for three different circular loops encircling the
equivalent p points. The error bars represent the standard deviation
of the measurement.

4187). Specifically, to confirm the vortex chirality of the AV
states, a small hole (of diameter ∼1.1 cm) is drilled through the
top plate, and the probe microphone is obliquely inserted into
the waveguide. As illustrated in Fig. 1(e), by rotating the probe
(at an angular step of 30◦) one can detect the pressure response
along a circular contour centered at a given lattice center (e.g.,
p point for the K2 state here). Finally, the sound signal is
analyzed by a multianalyzer system (B&K type 3560B), from
which the phase and amplitude of the pressure field can be
extracted simultaneously.

To experimentally stimulate the K2 state, we launch a
Gaussian beam of width ∼23 cm onto the SC sample.
Specifically, the incident angle γ ≈ 34◦ satisfies k0 sin γ =
K‖, where k0 is the wave number in air space and K‖ = 2π/3a

is a projection of the K point to the sample boundary. By this
incidence, the K2 state is anticipated to be well excited owing
to the momentum conservation parallel to the SC boundary.
Instead of directly scanning the whole field inside the sample,
an easier task is carried out to validate the valley selection, i.e.,
detecting the sound signal that is leaked out. For example, we
consider the spatial region marked by the rectangle in Fig. 1(d).
As displayed visually in Fig. 2(a), the experimentally measured
wave-front pattern agrees well with the COMSOL simulation. A
nearly pure excitation of the K2 state can be further checked
from the corresponding Fourier spectra performed parallel
to the horizontal sample boundary [Fig. 2(b)]. As predicted
by the theory, the experimental data shows a bright stripe at
kx = K‖, where the momentum broadening stems mostly from
the finite size effect. This is in striking contrast to the position
kx = K ′

‖, a projection of the K ′ point. Figure 2(c) exemplifies
the phase profiles for three circular loops located in different
unit cells. In all cases, the experimental measurements, in good
agreement with the simulations, exhibit a phase reduction of
2π over the loop, another critical signature for the excitation

of the K2 state. Note that the quantized phase winding number
(n = −1) is easy to capture experimentally, since the vortex
singularity is generic and structurally stable in real space
[45]. Such immunity to noise perturbation is appealing in
practical applications. Similarly, the K1 state (with n = 1)
can also be excited and detected independently (see Fig. 6 in
the Appendix).

The above study states that, by selectively exciting a single
valley state, one can realize a hexagonal lattice of sound
vortices. Their chirality can be controlled by the incident
frequency and direction of the Gaussian beam. As such, the
distinguishable valley signature, i.e., valley-chirality locking,
enables a new DOF to manipulate sound. This is greatly
meaningful for scalar acoustics that lacks intrinsic DOFs such
as charge and spin. In addition, as a fundamental morphology
of the sound profile, the vortex matter of sound (imprinted
with nonzero OAM) is attracting fast growing attention due
to its promising applications [46–52]. Usually, a sound vortex
is realized by an array of active sound sources with elaborate
phase lags [46–51,61–63]. Recently, artificial structures, e.g.,
spiral gratings [64–66] and metamaterials [67,68], have been
proposed to make sound vortices. Strikingly different from
these passive schemes, which produce only a single vortex that
travels spirally along its axis, the current method generates
a compact array of vortices simultaneously, and the energy
transports in the 2D lattice plane.

III. OBSERVATION OF THE VALLEY-CHIRALITY
LOCKED BEAM-SPLITTING PHENOMENON

Below, we demonstrate another fascinating manipulation
of the AV vortex states, i.e., stimulating the valleys K

and K ′ simultaneously and separating them in different
spatial regions. This valley-dependent beam splitting stems
essentially from a trigonal warping effect of the band structure
[44,69], where the equifrequency contours (EFCs) in the
momentum space tend to be of a trigonal shape. As exemplified
by the EFCs of 3.66 kHz [Fig. 3(a)], if an incident beam
(which is narrow enough) covers a broad range of momentum
distribution, the forward-moving states around the K and
K ′ points will be excited at the same time. Considering
the finite lengths of the trigonal EFCs in momentum space,
the beams constructed by these states must be finite widths,
and separate as they propagate because of the different
directions of the group velocities [�vg , depicted by the arrows
in Fig. 3(a)]. This is displayed clearly in Fig. 3(b), despite the
disturbance in beam patterns owing to the finite size effect of
the sample. Interestingly, each beam carries a chiral feature
of the corresponding valley, since the vortexlike field profile
remains even for the state off the band edge. To experimentally
confirm the valley-chirality locked beam-splitting effect, we
have fabricated a rectangular SC sample of size 164 × 125 cm2

(made of 684 rods, as used in the simulation). The size
of the reflective concave mirror is reduced to generate a
narrower Gaussian beam (of width ∼10.0 cm). By inserting
the detecting probe inside the SC, we have experimentally
measured the pressure distributions (at 3.66 kHz) along several
equidistant horizontal lines. As observed in Fig. 3(c), the
amplitude profile shows a clear separation of the wave-packet
as the sound travels forward, in which the traces of the
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FIG. 3. (a) The trigonal-like EFCs (purple solid lines) at a frequency slightly above K2, i.e., 3.66 kHz. The red dashed line indicates
the circular EFC of air at the same frequency, and the green line represents the first Brillouin zone of the hexagonal lattice. (b) Amplitude
distribution of the pressure field simulated for a narrow Gaussian beam incident normally from the bottom. (c) Experimentally measured
pressure amplitudes (the vertical axis, in arbitrary units) along several equidistant horizontal lines inside the sample [as labeled by the colored
arrows between (b) and (c)]. The red arrows guide the propagation of the split sub-wave-packets, and the rotated black arrows indicate the
chirality of the sound vortices locating on the beams. (d) Phase profile (circles) scanned along two circular loops located on the left- and
right-moving beams [see green points in (b)], together with the numerical data (lines) for comparison.

sub-wave-packets agree well with the theoretical prediction.
The main contribution of Bloch states for each beam has been
checked further by performing a Fourier transform (along the x

direction) for the corresponding sub-wave-packet: As specified
in Fig. 3(c), the K and K ′ valleys are responsible for the right-
and left-moving beams, respectively. To identify the vortex
chirality carried by these two beams, we have scanned the
phase profiles for two circular loops that locate separately on
the two beams. The experimental data in Fig. 3(d), consistent
with the COMSOL simulations, display obvious anticlockwise
(n = 1) and clockwise (n = −1) phase growths for the left-
and right-moving beams, respectively. In some sense, this
peculiar beam-splitting behavior resembles the Hall effect
of electronic systems: The deflection of each sound beam is
directly linked with a particular vortex chirality. Interestingly,
both split beams travel in a “wrong” way when they are
refracted out from the sample: The left-moving beam deflects
rightward and the right-moving beam deflects leftward. This
anomalous propagation of sound, so-called negative refraction,

FIG. 4. OAM-reversed valley transports in the samples con-
structed by α-inverted SCs (here, α = ±30◦) simulated for (a) the
selective excitation of the K2 state and (b) the beam-splitting behavior
at 3.66 kHz. The colored bar describes the amplitude of pressure field,
and the black arrows indicate the chirality of the acoustic vortices.
The green dashed lines show the boundaries between different SCs.

has sparked intense interest in past decades [1–3,13–15], which
can be explained straightforwardly from the shape of EFC.

IV. EXTENDED DISCUSSIONS

It is worth mentioning that the operating frequency can be
continuously tailored by mechanically rotating the triangular
scatterers, benefited from the macroscopic merit of the SC.
Particularly, if the rotation angle α is inverted, the vortex
chirality can even be switched without any change of the
incident wave, considering a mirror operation of the system.
Several fancy sound transports can be imagined further if such
α-inverted SCs are combined together. For example, Fig. 4(a)
shows an alternate excitation of the valley vortices with the
opposite OAMs in the neighboring SC blocks with α =
±30◦. The whole sample is well ignited because momentum

FIG. 5. (a) The three lowest-frequency bands for the SC with
α = 30◦. (b) Eigenfield distribution for the K3 state, demonstrating
the clockwise and anticlockwise rotated vortices centered at the lattice
centers q and p, respectively. The rotated green arrows indicate the
chirality of the acoustic vortices.
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FIG. 6. Selective excitation of the K1 state. (a) Measured and
simulated pressure patterns for the region marked by the rectangle
in Fig. 1(d), excited by a Gaussian beam at the frequency of the
K1 state. The incident angle γ ≈ 40◦. The green arrows indicate the
propagation of sound wave fronts. (b) The corresponding Fourier
spectra performed along the x direction. (c) Measured (circles)
and simulated (lines) phase profiles for three different circular
loops encircling the equivalent q points. The error bars denote the
uncertainties involved in the experimental measurement.

conservation is fulfilled perfectly at each SC interface. A
similar idea can be extended to the valley-chirality locked
beam-splitting behavior [70]. As demonstrated in Fig. 4(b),
the OAMs of the sound vortices are reversed separately once
the two beams traverse the horizontal SC interface from
the bottom crystal. Note that the vortex orientation for each
reflected beam remains invariant, since the interface reflects
the states into the equivalent valleys [44]. (The reflection,
originating from the impedance mismatch between the SCs,
can be remarkably reduced by adding a few SC layers with
gradient α distribution.)

Note that so far we have been focusing on the AV states
of the lowest two bands. The AV states located on the higher
bands, which accommodate more fine features, also deserve
special attention. For example, as shown in Fig. 5, the valley
state on the third band is characterized by a pair of oppositely
rotated vortices in a single unit cell, centered at the p and q

points, respectively. An experimental characterization of the
vortex chirality is provided in the Appendix (see Fig. 7).

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, various bulk valley transports of sound
have been successfully demonstrated in macroscopic artificial

FIG. 7. Property of the K3 state. (a) Measured (circles) and
simulated (lines) phase distributions for three different circular loops
encircling the equivalent q point. (b) Similar to (a), but for the
equivalent p point.

crystals. The experimental realization of the valley-chirality
locked pseudospins may take a critical step towards the new
manipulation of scalar sound waves that lack intrinsic DOFs.
In addition to implications in fundamental research, such a
compact sound vortex array with controllable chiriality, which
is unattainable through the currently existing approaches
[61–68], could be potentially useful for patterning and rotating
objects without contact, given the interaction of sound with
matter [44,46–52,63,66,68].
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix, we present the experimental results for
the selective excitation of the K1 state (see Fig. 6), and the
experimental characterization of the vortex chirality of the K3

state (see Fig. 7).
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